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Market Overview
•

Markets continued to enjoy strong performance in the fourth quarter of 2019 as trade tensions eased
and political turmoil abated in the United Kingdom and Italy. Central bankers have moved from
interest rate policies of "lower for longer" to "lower forever," as their top priority is extending the
economic cycle. However, the path forward is fragile, given significant global leverage and weak
economic data. That said, investors have scaled the wall of worry, with equity portfolio manager
bullishness at six-year highs and credit spreads back near cyclical lows. However, this has created a
risk that asset values will extend well ahead of fundamental underpinnings. We believe it is essential
to adhere to bottom-up analysis and margin of safety for navigating these unprecedented waters.

Performance Summary
•

Over the fourth quarter, Class F of CI Global Value Fund (the Fund) returned 5.1%, compared with a
6.4% return for its benchmark, the MSCI World Total Return Index.

•

The Fund underperformed due to our residual cash position and below-market risk strategy. From a
sector perspective, information technology, financials and consumer staples were the key detractors
from relative performance.

Contributors to Performance
•

During the quarter, the Fund’s top contributing investments included Z Holdings Corp. and Astellas
Pharma Inc.
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•

Z Holdings announced plans to merge with its competitor Line Corp., which provides Japan’s leading
messaging application. Both companies have been competing aggressively in the mobile payments
market, and we expect the combined entity to become the dominant player in this fast-growing space.
Line is also a major player in Japanese online advertising, which will give Z Holdings a market share of
nearly 25%.

•

Astellas Pharma Inc. continues to diversify away from its prostate cancer drug Xtandi. Early approval
of Padcev for bladder cancer and a move into gene therapy are solid signs of the company’s
diversification strategy.

Detractors from Performance
•

Our positions in Danone SA and Liberty Global PLC detracted from the Fund’s relative performance
during the quarter.

•

After rallying earlier in 2019, Danone shares declined due to financial results that fell short of
expectations. The company is a leader in strong, health-centric markets. The performance of Danone’s
products in its top line markets (including plant, infant nutrition and water) is accelerating, with margin
improvement potential, while its shares are trading at a discount to those of its peers in the consumer
staples sector.

•

Liberty Global’s stock underperformed after the planned sale of its Swiss-based assets to Sunrise
Communications Group AG fell through, and the release of disappointing revenue figures for the third
quarter of 2019. Despite a strong track record of disposing assets at accumulative multiples, Liberty
Global trades at a significant valuation discount to its competitors. The discount should narrow as its
cash generation improves and through continuing portfolio optimization.

Portfolio Activity
•

The Fund initiated two new positions during the fourth quarter. Of note is ABN Amro Bank NV, a well
capitalized Dutch retail bank operating in a banking market dominated by oligopolies and thus has
solid price discipline. In recent years, ABN has invested heavily in technology to improve its digital
offerings and raise its customer satisfaction ratings. We expect this spending to slow and allow the
bank to gradually catch up to its peers’ cost-to-income levels. While ABN’s revenue growth should
remain anemic given weak loan demand and low interest rates, cash generation should be strong and
contribute to return on equity in the low double digits, leading to significant dividends.
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•

We exited eight positions in the portfolio, including Adidas AG, the world’s second-largest sportinggoods company. After a multi-year rally, Adidas shares have repriced to our intrinsic value and now
discount future margin improvement potential.

Outlook
•

We continue to focus on businesses with a greater degree of control over their cash flows and
management teams that have incentive to work in the best interests of shareholders. Currently, this
means the portfolio has below-market risk. This has not been an economy-based call, but a factor of
sensible long-term analysis and conservative business cycle assumptions. The last five years have seen
sharp bouts of volatility, and we expect the next five years to be no different. As always, we will remain
nimble but disciplined when volatility once again presents opportunities, and we expect our
positioning to lead to significant outperformance over the medium term.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please
read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns net of
fees and expenses payable by the fund (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including changes
in security value and reinvestment of all dividends/distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or
optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
The author and/or a member of their immediate family may hold specific holdings/securities discussed in this document. Any
opinion or information provided are solely those of the author and does not constitute investment advice or an endorsement or
recommendation of any entity or security discussed or provided by CI Investments Inc.
The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the mutual fund’s historical performance as compared with the historical
performance of widely quoted market indexes or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indexes or another investment fund.
There are various important differences that may exist between the mutual fund and the stated indexes or investment fund,
that may affect the performance of each. The objectives and strategies of the mutual fund result in holdings that do not
necessarily reflect the constituents of and their weights within the comparable indexes or investment fund. Indexes are
unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or fees. It is not possible to invest directly in market indexes.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are
predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,”
“could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look
forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results,
actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are
by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Investments Inc.
and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Investments Inc. nor the portfolio manager can
assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place
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undue reliance on FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any
intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
This commentary is published by CI Investments Inc. The contents of this piece are intended for informational purposes only and
not to be used or construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. The information should
not be construed as investment, tax, legal or accounting advice, and should not be relied upon in that regard. Individuals should
seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional
advisors prior to implementing any changes to their investment strategies. These investments may not be suitable to the
circumstances of an investor. Some conditions apply.
Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and
CI Investments Inc. has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change which may impact the
information contained in this document.
© 2020 Morningstar Research Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar
and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely.
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC are portfolio sub-advisors to certain funds offered and managed by CI Investments Inc. CI
Investments Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. CI Financial Corp. holds a minority interest in Altrinsic Global
Advisors, LLC. CI Investments® and the CI Investments design are registered trademarks of CI Investments Inc. © CI Investments
Inc. 2020. All rights reserved.
Published January 31, 2020.

